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Context Broker: StateChangeEvent not
firing I'm trying to make a
ChangeHandler on a select box, so that
if the user selects a different option,
my webapp should refresh a different
screen/service. So I'm following the
ChangeHandler example here. I've
written some code, mostly copied
from that example. Here is the code
for my screen with a select box: public
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class ScreenImpl extends
MvpScreenImpl implements
MyScreen { private Label myLabel;
@Override public void init(Element
element) { final SelectElement
mySelect = new
SelectElement(element, "my_id");
myLabel = new Label(element,
"Choose a service");
mySelect.addChangeHandler(new
ChangeHandler() { public void
onChange(SelectElement
selectElement) { StateChangeEvent
event = new StateChangeEvent(StateC
hangeEvent.Type.CHANGE); event.ge
tState().changeId("my_id").detail("my
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_value");
getView().gwt_render(event); } }); } }
Now, when I run my app, I can see the
label with the value "Choose a
service". If I choose a different option
in the select box, my
StateChangeEvent is not fired. I'm not
sure if this is an
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Aortoduodenal Fistula with Acute
Pancreatitis Causing Death. Secondary
aortoduodenal fistulas are associated
with very high mortality rates and
represent a rare but life-threatening
condition. The authors present the case
of a 71-year-old woman with a fouryear history of Crohn disease and
chronic duodenitis who developed a
severe abdominal syndrome with a
rapidly expanding retroperitoneal
hematoma with an abdominal wall
fistula into the abdominal aorta.
Computed tomography revealed a
duodenal ulcer on the second and third
duodenal portions and chronic
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inflammation of the third part of the
duodenum. Thirty-three days later she
developed acute pancreatitis and died.
Postmortem histopathologic
examination revealed a secondary
aortoduodenal fistula at the site of the
previous duodenal ulcer with severe
acute pancreatitis complicated by
multiple microabscesses and smallbowel wall edema. In the literature,
this was the first case of a secondary
aortoduodenal fistula associated with
acute pancreatitis.Q: How can I make
a sequence appear on a plot? I am
working on a program which plots a
sequence of points and another
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sequence of letters, which the points
and the letters themselves can vary. I
have the code for this below, and it
works. However, if there is only a
single letter, the sequence appears as a
straight line with one point, rather than
the letters being plotted. How can I
make it so that the letters appear, when
there are two or more letters present?
\documentclass[12pt]{article}
\usepackage 3e33713323
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